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LOCAL TIPS

Check out a gallery for
street art

Chicago Truborn is an international art gallery that
specializes in graffiti and street art in West Town.
The entire facade of the gallery's building is a bright
and bold mural from 2017 of animals by Dutch
artist Eelco van den Berg. For each exhibition, the
gallery asks the show's participating artists to paint
the windows of the space. Chicago Truborn also
works with locals in the neighborhood to find walls
for their artists to paint. Murals have popped up all
around West Town thanks to the efforts of the
Chicago Truborn team. In other "Local tips," I
recommend a few of the coolest spots to find
examples.

SELF-GUIDED LESS THAN AN HOUR

Answers from the local expe�

How much does it cost?

It's free.

Do you have any tips?

They have show openings a couple
times a month

Is there an o�cial website?

Yes, you can visit chicagotruborn.com

Elisa Shoenberger

Chicago  

http://chicagotruborn.com/
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Location

About the local expe�

Local recommendation from
Elisa Shoenberger

Elisa Shoenberger is a Chicago writer. She has
been published by the Boston Globe, Curbed,
Book Riot, and others. She is the co-editor and co-
founder of The Antelope. You can check out her
website at https://bowlerhatfox.squarespace.com/
or her blog at
https://notwithoutmybowlerhat.wordpress.com/.

Related interests

Similar local tips

State ofState of
the a�sthe a�s
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See Polish a�See Polish a�
from the 1939from the 1939……

Hunt for a greatHunt for a great
mural in amural in a……

Don't miss theDon't miss the
ThorneThorne……

ResearchResearch
Chicago historChicago histor……
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